WHAT IS PROGRESS MONITORING?

Progress monitoring is the repeated measurement of student performance over time. It requires reliable and valid tools and a clear process to monitor the necessary students with fidelity. Explore our MTSS Fidelity of Implementation Rubric to learn more!

Progress monitoring tools requirements:
1. sufficient number of alternate forms,
2. specify minimum acceptable growth,
3. provide end-of-year benchmarks,
4. reliable & valid; staff can articulate the evidence

Progress monitoring process requirements:
1. at least monthly data collection at Tier 2
2. at least weekly data collection at Tier 3
3. procedures in place to ensure fidelity to the process instruction

---

Progress Monitoring in Elementary Schools

Progress monitor students on basic academic and behavior skills to ensure they can access the Tier 1 curriculum.

Progress Monitoring in Secondary Schools

Progress monitor students on skills related to academic and behavioral success, such as attendance, grades, and skill use. Monitor basic academic and behavioral skills as needed.

---

Visit mtss4success.org to learn more

Follow on Twitter @MTSSCenter
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